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Descriptive Summary

Title: English Catholic Priest diary, 1884-1897
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Extent: 0.2 cubic ft. (1 volume)
Abstract: One bound volume recording the day to day activities of an English Catholic priest at Lyminster House near Arundel, Sussex.
Language: Materials entirely in English.
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Biographical Note
The author of this work is unknown. Entries indicate that he was a Roman Catholic living at Lyminster House in Sussex, England.
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Scope and Content Note
One bound volume recording the day to day activities of an English Catholic Priest at Lyminster House near Arundel, Sussex from January 1, 1884 to December 31, 1897. Included in the entries are notes on the weather, mass, work on the building and grounds, visits, deaths and significant events such as rampant illnesses, holiday parades, and the death of Cardinal Manning on January 7, 1892.